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Approach

A judge (or examiner) IV design leverages the idiosyncratic

assignment of individuals to a set of decision-makers

• Kling (2006): sentencing judges

• Doyle (2007): foster care investigators

• Maestas et al. (2013): SSDI benefit examiners

• Doyle et al. (2015): ambulance companies

The typical approach is to IV a treatment Di with a measure of the

“leniency” E[Di | Zi] of one’s assigned judge Zi ∈ {1, . . . , J}

• E.g. a leave-one-out average, L̂i =
1

|i′ 6=i,Zi′=Zi|
∑

i′ 6=i,Zi′=Zi
Di
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Caution 1: Monotonicity

“Strict” first-stage monotonicity requires judges to have a common

ordering of individuals for treatment

• E.g. no differences in “skill” at identifying appropriate cases

Imbens and Angrist (& Ridder) saw this coming in 1994!
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Monotonicity Solutions

Frandsen et al. (2019) formalize a weaker “average monotonicity”

condition: intuitively, that skill differences are uncorrelated with TEs

• Similar to de Chaisemartin (2017) “tolerating defiance”

• Also propose non-parametric tests of monotonicity + exclusion

(similar to Kitagawa (2015), but with multiple IVs + controls)

Other tests include checking whether leniency has the same first

stage in different subgroups (Norris, 2021)

• Another solution is to parameterize variation in judge skill and

estimate it jointly with TEs (Chan et al. 2021; Arnold et al. 2021)
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Caution 2: Exclusion

“Strict” exclusion requires judges to only affect the outcome through

one treatment channel

• E.g. a judge more likely to sentence a defendant to jail does not

differentially change sentence conditions

Like monotonicity, this can be weakened to an “on average” condition

• Kolesár et al. (2015): exclusion restriction violations are

uncorrelated with leniency variation (see also Angrist et al. 2021)

• Need many judges for a “judge-level law of large numbers” to kick in
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Adding Treatment Channels

Of course if multiple potential treatment channels are observed they

can be included + instrumented by judges

• See Autor/Maestas/Mullen/Strand (2017), which adds a

decision-time treatment to Maestas et al. (2013)

• Two instruments: examiner leniency and (leave-out) average

examiner decision time

Careful though: IV with multiple treatments can be difficult to interpret

in a LATE framework (maybe OK as a robustness check)

• See e.g. Kirkeboen et al. (2016) and Kline and Walters (2016)
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Caution 3: Leniency Estimation

One concern that doesn’t get enough attention (IMO) is the fact that

judge leniency is estimated: after all, we don’t know E[Di | Zi]!

• Estimating leniency as (non-leave-out) sample averages == using

2SLS with judge dummies (recall the “2S” in “2SLS’!’)

• For leave-out averages, the equivalent regression uses Jacknife

Instrumental Variables Estimation (JIVE; Angrist et al. 1999)

JIVE may be better with many judge instruments (as it can avoid 2SLS

many-weak bias), but it is not bulletproof

• Kolesár (2013) shows many-weak bias can creep back in with many

covariates (e.g. court-by-time FE, needed to make judges random)
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State-of-the-Art: UJIVE

Kolesár (2013) also derives a solution to many-IV/many-control bias

• “Unbiased” Jackknife Instrumental Variables Estimation (UJIVE)

adjusts the leave-out means for controls by (basically)

leave-out-Frisch-Waugh-Lovell residualization

Michal Kolesár, Paul Goldsmith-Pinkham, and I are currently working

on a Stata package to implement UJIVE

• We hope to publish it and an accompanying R package soon! In the

meantime you’ll be one of the first to beta-test our current code...
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UJIVE Repo (In Progress)
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Approach

A shift-share instrument takes the form Zi =
∑

n singn for a set of

shocks gn and a set of exposure shares sin ≥ 0 (for each i)

• Bartik (1991): national industry employment growth gn, local

industry employment shares sin for regions i

• Autor et al. (2013): increase in (non-U.S.) Chinese import growth

across manufacturing industries gn, local employment shares sin

• Card (2009): growth of immigrant inflows across origin countries

gn, local immigrant shares sin

The literature has taken two econometric approaches to such Zi...
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Exogenous Shares

Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020) consider the shocks gn as fixed

numbers and consider the “exogeneity” of the shares: E[sinεi] = 0

• Often regressions are run in first-differences, so this is like DD-IV

• The twist here is we have many instruments: In Autor et al. (2013)

there are 398 industries n (and 1, 444 regional observations!)

They propose tools to measure the “importance” of different share IVs

(“Rotemberg weights”) and discuss other subtlties in estimation

• Kind of like judge IV, except with known “leniency” gn

• Can check (many) overidentifying restrictions, pre-trends, etc
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Exogenous Shocks

Borusyak et al. (2022) consider the shocks gn as exogenous,

(quasi-randomly assigned + excludable), conditional on the shares

• E.g. different industries saw higher/lower import growth from

China for reasons unrelated to local U.S. employment trends

• Need a “shock-level law of large numbers” (i.e. many shocks)

They propose tools to test for shock exogeneity (e.g. balance/

pre-trend checks) and quantify the extent of identifying variation

• No overidentifying restrictions: a single instrument gn, as if we were

running an “industry-level” IV regression

• Also show how to relax exogeneity to hold conditional on some

observed shock-level confounders
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Estimating Exogenous-Shock SSIV Regressions in

Stata

To install: ssc install ssaggregate



Estimating Exogenous-Shock l SSIV Regressions in R



For More on SSIV and Related Methods ...
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Diff-in-Diff IV

Remember panel data IVs? We haven’t talked about them in a

heterogeneous-effects setup but Hudson et al. (2017) do just that

• Intuitively, a LATE interpretation requires parallel trends in both the

outcome and the treatment and a subtle exclusion restriction:

the IV can only affect outcomes in one period

• This note actually grew out of my Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2016) work

De Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille propose an alternative “fuzzy

difference-in-differences” approach which makes other assumptions

• Key question is whether you think the RF and FS diff-in-diffs are

causal or not (if so, keep calm and ivreg2 on!)
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The Recent Diff-in-Diff Literature

You may have noticed there’s been, uh, a lot going on with DD recently

• Goodman-Bacon, Sun and Abraham, Callaway and Sant’Anna,

Borusyak/Jaravel/Spiess, de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille ...

• As far as I can tell most/all of this analysis is about “reduced form”

difference-in-differences

My guess is these problems only get worse with IV (work to be done!)

• But presumably if you can use any of these approaches to estimate

the RF & FS, LATE goes through á la Hudson et al. (2017)

• I don’t really have anything smarter to say about that for now...
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Recentered IV

Often we’re interested in using instruments that combine multiple

sources of variation, only some of which is random

• Network spillover IVs (e.g. Miguel and Kremer 2004)

• Transportation upgrade IVs (e.g. Donaldson and Hornbeck 2016)

• Simulated instruments (e.g. Currie and Gruber 1996)

• Nonlinear shift-share (e.g. Chodorow-Reich and Wieland 2020)

Borusyak and Hull (2021) develop a general identification framework

• Propose “recentering” to avoid bias from non-random “exposure”
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The Borusyak and Hull (2021) Proposal

Consider a instrument Zi = fi(g; s) for some known mapping fi(·) of

exogenous shocks g and non-random exposure s

• BH show that the expected instrument µi = E[fi(g; s) | s] is the sole

source of bias and the recentered instrument Zi − µi is free of bias

µi is measured by taking a stand on the shock assignment process

1. Specify counterfactual shocks g̃(1), . . . , g̃(K) which were as likely to

have occured (by, e.g., permuting the rows of g)

2. Recompute Z(1)
i , . . . , Z

(K)
i for each observation i: Z(k)

i = fi(g̃
(k); s)

3. Average the counterfactual instruments for each i: µi = 1
K

∑
k Z

(k)
i

Besides recentering, µi can also be controlled for with the original Zi
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Illustration: High-Speed Rail in China, 2007-2016



Market Access Growth, Computed from Rail Growth



Expected MA Growth, Assuming Random Rail Timing



Recentered Market Access Growth = Actual - Expected



Recentering Can Matter a Lot Empirically!

Source: Borusyak and Hull (2021)
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